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Getting the most i from the golden fleece 
The International Woo! Secretariat (I WS), estab- 

lished in  1937  to  promote   the use of wool 
throughout the world, has widened the scope of 

its activities within the past eight years. It now provide, 
one of the most sophisticated  technical advisory and 
consultancy   services   available    to   textile   industries. 
Experienced    manufacturing   countries    benefit   from 
advanced IWS scientific research into the development 
of new processes and higher performance standards for 
the    end    product   and,    more    important    perhaps 
developing countries, which may be making their first 
ventures into wool textile manufacture, can call on the 
accumulated    experience,    technical    knowledge    and 
general  guidance of an organization  with world-wide 
ramifications. 

The IWS is not a trading body and, while it serves 
the primary object of encouraging the greater use of 
wool, its services are completely disinterested in the 
commercial sense. It is a grower-financed organization 
with branches and offices in 26 countries and it operates 
promotional programmes with 1 3.000 firms in 39 coun- 
tries. Wool is promoted regardless of origin. Funds which 
come from 200,000 wool growers m the chief wool 
exporting countries of the world, are augmented by the 
Governments of these countries. Both the grower 
contribution, raised by a levy on output, and the 
Government share have been boosted over the years to 
provide for work of extended scope. 

When the IWS was founded, in the wake ot the 
depression of the 1930s, developments in viscose fibres 
were beginning to concern wool growers in the southern 
hemisphere: tney wanted, and obtained, a collective 
voice in the northern markets, where most of their 
products were being sold. 

For many years, wool kept firm possession of ir, 
traditional, substantial share of the world fibres market. 
There was little need for promotional activities other 
than open lines of communication and an exchange of 
information. As late as 1960, the IWS was still operating 
on a modest budget in only 14 countries. 

However, the shortages and transportation problems 
of the Second World War when wool had to be shipped 
from countries thousands of perilous miles away gave 
an urgent impetus to the development of man-made 
fibres.   After   the war,   these new   fibres continued to 

H. R. Butti and p. Manh.ll 

develop and by the late 1950s, they were beginning to 
compete with wool in a number of its traditional 
end-users. 

^^When it became clear to the wool growers thai this 
development would continue, and that price competi- 
tion would intensify as man-made fibre capacity 
increased, they decided to offer serious competition by 
trying to cater for the growing fibre needs of countries 
all over the world. The IWS therefore sought, and 
obtained, from its sponsors a massive increase in funds 
to face this challenge. 

In 1964, a new quality control label was launched 
by the IWS-the "Woolmark". which has become 
perhaps the most widely recognized and understood 
textile label in use in the world. The programme has 
more than 13,000 licensees in 39 countries, and label 
sales are about Í196 million a year. 

When synthetics introduced new properties into the 
wool textile business (in particular, new standards of 
machinc-waahability and easy care), however, it was no 
longer sufficient merely to identify virgin wool in order 
to expound ti undoubted merits. Though they were still 
unable to rival the comfort and aesthetic appeal of wool, 
man-made fibres were offering durability and conveni- 
ence to the housewife, at costs that could be reduced as 
capacity expanded. 

The IWS therefore-without reducing its emphasis 
on promotion-began to move increasingly into a very 
wide range of technical and product development 
programmes designed to improve manufacturing 
efficiency, to find new market outlets, and to augment 
the inherent qualities of the wool fibre with new 
performance properties (e.g. easy care). This work was 

rewarded by considerable technological and marketing 
success. 

The authorst H. R. Bush is Director of Technical 
Marketing at the International Wool Secretariat's 
headquarters in London. P. Marshall is the Secretariats 
Technical Information Officer and is based at its 
Technical Centre at lUtey, Yorkshire, England. 
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Fundamental research is not a basic part of the IWS 
programme. The IWS monitors wool research on a 
world-wide basis and draws heavily on the work of 

fundamental research laboratories of international 
repute (such as the Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organisation in Australia). It then 
converts this fundamental research into viable com- 
mercial technology. By proving processes that have 
been fully proved in trials before they are offered to the 
industry, it bridges a long-standing gap between the 
pure-research specialist and the factory floor. 

Product   development   is  carried   out  at   the   IWS 
Technical Centre at llkley, England. Opened m 1968 at a 
cost of about £1.5 million, the Centre has a staff of 200 
which includes scientists and technologists from many 
parti of the world. It carries out research and develop- 
ment work on a growing range of specific project! and 
arcuiate* its finding to all interested parties. Primary use 
ii made of the organization's own network of branche! 
and office! in more than JO widely dispersed countries. 

While   still   predominantly dedicated  to the  pro- 
motion of pure new wool and its products, the IWS 
recently   added   a   new   weapon  to   its   armoury   by 
introducing,   for   international   use,   the   "Woolblcnd- 
mark", a symbol  which identifies a range of selected 
product! containing a minimum of 60 per cent pure new 
wool.   The   introduction   of   this  multi-fibre   element 
considerably extends the range of services offered by the 
IWS to the textile industry. 

A major achievement of the Technical Centre has 
been the development of completely machine-washable 
qualities of pure new wool machine-knitted garments 
and fabrics and hand-knitting yarn,. Other advance, 
include the development of a machine, designed to fit 
into conventional product.on lines, for imparting 
additional crimp to certain coarse wools that are defi 
cent in natural crimp. Thii provides the carpet industry 
in particular, with a virtually new raw material, offering 
added appearance retention and resilience in wear. 

Another  new process provides a radical improve- 
ment in the flame-rcsistant properties of wool, which 
already has very considerable natural fire resistance This 
permits new levels of safety i„ carpets and furnishing 
fabrics   for   a.rhners,  and  higher standards  than  ever 
before in a wide range of other wool products. Other 
projects being promoted will glVe wool products new 
easy-care properties that will enable them to stand up to 
domestic washing machines as well as dry-cleaning. These 
include non-non finishes.  Indeed, a machine-washable 
men , suit is on the point of commercial introduction. 

In addition  to these new activities, the IWS  has 
developed  a  consultancy  service which  places at  the 
disposal of all countries the technical skill and expertise 
it   has accumulated  over  the  years in  all  aspects  of 
conventional    processing.    The    broad    aim    of    the 
consultancy service «: "To advise mternationally on the 
most competitive methods available for converting wool 
fibres into a quality end-product". 

The service, wh.ch was known as the Manufacturing 
Services   Section   when   it   was   first  set  up  in   1965 
originally had two main functions: 

(a) To advise  on  the setting up of wool text.le 
industries, particularly in the emerging countries; 

(b) To assist existing mills to improve their 
product quality and, thereby, their competitiveness. 

Experience in the first few years, however, showed that 
the developing countries needed a wider range of services 
and in 1971 the section was renamed the IWS 
Consultancy Service, and equipped to advise on such 
diverse subjects a, complete plant layout, management 
problems, automation, marketing, design work, com- 
puters as an aid to production programming and control 
etc It now seeks to cover all the disciplines which the 
industry expects of a large textile consultancy. 

This reconstituted service makes available, anywhere 
m the world, advice and guidance from some of the best 
and most experienced technical, production, commercial 
and management personnel to be found in the European 
textile industry. In addition to its own staff, the Service 
has a roster of consultants with world-wide experience 
experience. 

The Consultancy Service does not offer stock 
solutions for a company's problemi. It recognizes that 
each firms difficulties must be resolved within the 
framework of that particular firm. Whether a query 
concerns the proposed erection of a factory, or a 
relatively minor production hold-up. the urne measure 
ot detailed attention and assistance is available The 
Service s experts come from all the fields of textile 
manufacture; from raw material to garment-making, 
mrjuding management, organization, planning, training 
and market research. The following is a listing of the 
main areas in which consultancy is currently provided: 

Technical services 

Raw  material  (buying, blending of different wool 
types or wool-synthetic mixtures) 

Top    production    (scouring    of   wool;   effluent 
treatment;   combing   of  wool,   wool  blends and 
synthetic!; combing machinery; sales of top,) 

Yarn production (spinning of woollen, worsted and 
semi-worsted;   spinning   machinery   for  woollen 
worsted and semi-worsted) 

Cloth production (design of woollen and worsted 
preparatory processes; fabric specification) 
Mending 

Finishing (wet systems for woollen and worsted; dry 
system! for woollen and worsted; additive finishes. 
solvent finishing) 
Dyeing 
Printing 
Knitting (weft  knitting,   flat   and circular; warp 
knitting, Co-We-Nit; specialized techniques; Mali and 
Arachne machines) 

l-Uuitrial Research Mid Development Nim 
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Carpet production (woven, tufted, needle-bonded 
«id sliver knitted, latexing, design «nd styling) 
Quality  control  (quality  control techniques and 
system.,   advice  on  setting up and  maintaining 
quality standards) ' 
Clothing manufacture 

General management 

Principles of organisation 
Staff (selection and recruitment) 
Job evaluation 
Costing 
Project planning and control 
Training (pUnt training, organiaation of traini«, 
tra»«* of individual key personnel remote fro!, 
plant; production of training aids and programmes) 

Marketing 

Production rationalization 
New product development 
Industrial and consumer marketing 

CONSULTANCY PROJECTS 

To illustrate the geographical range and variety of 
«he textile problems covered by the Consultancy Service 
the following examples .re given of projects undertaken 
oy tne Iws in the past two years: 

ASIA 

India 

General production 

Plant layout 
Materials handling 
Methods engineering (work study, transport of mate- 
mis, storage, maintenance; building design etc ) 
Use of computers for network analysis (schedulint 
co« control ,„d general progrès««, of large or 
complex production schemes) 

Votum* VU, Nurnktr I 

A full-scale study of the Punjab spinning, 
knitting and dyeing industry was carried out in 
relation to a planned common facility centre to 
be set up in Ludhiana. 

A complete investigation was carried out at one 
of the largest vertical mills in the country. The 
investigation covered all processes, from raw 
material to finished fabric Recommendations 
included the future rationalization of the firm. 
Special emphasis was placed on the need to 
improve quality and design if the firm were to 
establish an export trade. 

A thorough consultancy assignment was carried 
out at a large vertical mill, and advice was given 
on the installation of new equipment. 
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SOUTH AMERICA 

Uruguay 

Chile 

Iran 

A complete layout was provided for a new 
scouring plant. 

A complete new mill was constructed. This 
included finding a suitable site, designing the 
building, and making recommendation;; on the 
equipment to be purchased. 

A full investigation was carried out at a 
carpet-weaving mill, and suitable recommenda- 
tions made. 

Turkey 

Reconstruction of a knitting and garment- 
making factory included planning the site and 
layout of a new building, arranging water, 
steam and other services, and recommending 
new machinery and techniques. 

Planning deuils were provided for a new textile 
research centi e at Bursa. 

Layout was provided for a 
spinning mill, with special 
economic considerations. 

A vertical woollen and cotton mill was 
reorganized, with complete layout, including 
administration, accounting, costing (prime 
costs), labour requirements etc. 

A complete investigation was made of a large 
vertical mill, including reorganization of 
machinery, economics, product development 
and marketing. 

A large scouring plant was reconstructed. 

The Consultancy Service supervised the reorga- 
nization,  layout and commencement of opera- 
tions of a top-making plant. 

OCEANIA 

Australia 

• A   large   woollen  mill  was reconstructed. The 
project included a complet-.' new layout. 

• A new dye-house was planned for a commission 
dyeing firm. 

EUROPE 

Greece 

• The cloth styling and design centre of a large 
weaving mill was reorganized. 

Yugoslavia 

• Recommendations were made on the produc- 
tion of high quality velour fabrics. 

• General consultancy was provided on the 
reorganization of the making-up section of a 
large vertical mill. 

• Consultation was provided at a vertical mill on 
the dyeing and finishing of fabrics. 

• A quality control system was established for 
tops, sliver and yarns at a large worsted 
spinning mill. 

Poland 

new  wonted 
attention   to 

A detailed survey of the Polish wool-using 
industry was carried out. The project involved 
visits to all major firms in the country. Detailed 
recommendations were made for the future 
development of the Polish wool-using industry. 

Pakistan USSR 

A survey of the wool industry of Pakistan was 
carried out by a team of consultants. 

• A team of consultants carried out a detailed in- 
vestigation into the total reconstruction and com- 
plete layout of a very large spinning mill. • 
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T he industrialization propamine of the Govern 
ment of Ireland is administered by the Industrial t 
Development Authority. The ultimative objec- ? 

tive of the Authority is the improvement of the economic * 
and social welfare of all Irish men, women and children i 
who live, or «ould like to live, in Ireland. The level of a g 
country's   standard   of   living   depends   on  economic ? 
production: the betterment of thai standard depends on f 
economic growth. g 

The three sectors of the Irish economy-agriculture, Î 
industry and public services-contribute to the national $• 
income.  All  of these sectors are interdependent:  the I 
growth of each depends on the demand from the others, v 
and from abroad. At the present stage in the country's $ 
development, industry is the primary and principal gene- I 
ratorof growth in employment, agricultural employment * 
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|   The author: M. J. Killeett is Managing Director of the 
|   Industrial Development Authority, Ireland. 
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is declining and employment in public services is substan- 
tially affected by the level of demand from industry. 

The country's ability to provide employment 
opportunities at home for all its people by the 1980s 
depends directly and indirectly on the establishment of 
new industries and the expansion of existing ones in the 
country. The level of real incomes in the future will 
depend very largely on the success of these measures. At 
present, average incomes in Ireland are only about half 
those in other member countries of the European 
Economic Community (EEC). Furthermore, average 
incomes in the more prosperous regions of Ireland are 
substantially higher than those in the less well-off areas: 
incomes in the eastern region are 60 per cent higher than 
those in the west. 

The Industrial Development Authority itself does 
not establish or control industries. Its task is to promote 
the rapid build-up of the industrial sector by providing 
guidance, encouragement and financial inducements and 
assistance both to Irish industry and to overseas 
manufacturing firms willing to invest in Ireland. In 
appropriate cases, it participates in new projects by 
equity investment. 

Indulti al development in Ireland is a complex 
activity involving, directly, private and public enterprise 
(e.g. industrialists, banks, insurance companies) and, 
indirectly, many State, semi-State, and other bodies (e.g. 
the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, the national 
transport system, the Electricity Supply Board, gas com- 
panies, the National Building institute, the Institute for 
Industrial Research and Standards, and the Irish Export 
Board). The Industrial Development Authority plays an 
important role as co-ordinate ot the industrial develop- 
ment-related activities of all t..ese companies and agencies. 

Industrial development is a team effort. If it is to be 
fully effective, it is essential that all those engaged in it 
be agreed on the final objectives and work together for 
their achievement. 
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SELF-HELP: IRELAND'S 
RECIPE FOR D EVELOPMENT 

M.J. KlÊktnmi) ÏÏ 

Since IMO, 721 new manwtattaring piatita, 
mveivmf a total captai investment of 
-27J.4 mu«« M4 éJ.MI jota at f*tf pro** 

(MM, have been eataèiiahe«! HI Ireland Oversea« 
companies set up 4M oí these plants, reprcsrnrmg a 
total investment of 12I7,7M,«J0 and 4Ì4SJ joès me 
rcmemmg 227 were estaMithcd by »rich interests The 
following taWe shows «vestment in these industriai 
projects, by principal source countries 

Anummi 
mwitrd Sumar r 
( miÜKm of 
pmmtk ) «"»/ft »« 

United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland 

United Sates of America 

íicrmany, Federal RCPWMK of 

Netherlands 

Ireland 

Others* 

42 

•4 

lé 

H 

J7 

44) 

IM 

1)1 

»1 

21 

227 
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Much**«« AiMtna. Mfmia. Uwmarfc. Franc«. ItaJy. japan. 
Sooth Africa. *•«<*«• and Switntiana 

Thta new i nan—trial aVrvctnpment had a dramatic 
impact en the »nah economy thrmafheut the IMHe I« 
wae the mam taaarmniav to the rap*** increase m the 

«MaMAl Priant, which aahtcvrd a 
ef 4« per eent «ver the decade, or an 

rt*e erf growth erf 4 per cent in real terms. The 
rote of growth m the indnatnal teclee far 

the parsed «me 7 per cent and was one of the hajhest 

The capéate*** m 
caparti frani tretend, which 

Ut.ê Wilis (»2wl müinn) m IM» to 
CltO IHM (ll.Ui.2 mmW») m 1*71, an ncreaat m 

erf mm 24« per cent. I« im, mdMatrml 
fe« 94 per cent of total mcrchanmat 

capar», and fee the firat tune iicccdrd apneekuret 
capeen in rahac 

The   new   maraatriti   peiiaWt   a   wide   range   erf 

^RnTnTmTrmmTaT2*>V^erWeVflnW     avHarl     C PHTVHarC arna; 
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Th» sectafaetery perf armane« has míemete ssgn.fr 
cant changea MI the ejatrwutMM ef the Irak werk ¡orce. 
Fmarieymrnt m the agncntetaral sector éternité from 
J*.1 per cent of the total work fere« m 19*1 le 2é. J per 
cent m If71. The percentage employed m industry, 
however, increase«! from 14.4 to Hi 7 per cent over the 
same period, while the percentage in public services rose 
from J« J to 4] 4 per cent. 

The unprtiedentcd r«e or' industrial deveioement 
in Ireland during the 1»#<»* was the result of conscious 
planning by the Government I he initial impetus 
for the development wat provided by the (.overamente 
programme for economic expansion, which established 
•encrai growth target« for the national economy and 
specific target* for the industrial sectors. As part oí this 
programme, the Government introduced incentivi 
schemes designed {*) to encourage and assist domestic 
induatry «o expand, diversify and ran* it« efficiency io 
meet free trade conditions, and ib) to encourage foreign 
manntry to establish manufacturing plants in Ireland. 

The objective of the Government\ industrialization 
policy was twofold to provide greater job opportunities 
for Irish workers and thereby lessen involuntary 
emigration and to rane general living standarda m the 
country. In the mid-1990s, jo.MM) persons a year were 
emigrating: a chronic haemorrhage from a population of 

tn* *S3Sfmm2m1a , I'MMf I 

just under J ntaftten. Ni additten, Ireland waa cxeert- 
encmg the drift of werken from agríente arai ocewpe- 
twnt a movement that waa ala» takmg place m moat 
other r «tropean countries. The Government reaeacd that 
the fundamental care fer thear economic and secasi üh 
was to provide jobs at home fer Imh werken. These 
could only he provided m the meuetnal sector. 

Accordingly, the InaWtrial Development Authority, 
a Stau sponsored organisation with national responsi- 
bility for mdwatrwl development, was established. The 
mam objectives of the Authority are: 

•     To encewragc overseas mdwttriahtti to estabbsh 
expert-eramted      manufacturing     planta     in 
Ireland 

To home industry to expand, diverstfy 
iti efficiency. 

The Industrial Developern it Authority ackwves these 
objeetwet with the a*d ef a umtswc package of incentive« 
which go farther man thoar of any other country NI 

encouraging export industrie* and in attracting private 
capital for this purpose. 

T.m article w primarily concerned with explaining 
the objectives, priorities, and activities that make we the 
Industrial Development Authority's programme for the 
attraction ef new industry. The programme wtM have a 
significant inspect on the industrial and ecimomsc 
performance of Ireland m future yean, ecfore takmg a 
forward mek at new indwatriai development, however, it 
is necesaary to review briefly the fundamental economic 
rationale ef the form ef industrial development that has 
evolved m Ireland and the impact H has had on the 
industrial sector. 

Tkt 

Up to the end ef the !•$*» the 
economy waa ctseraetertaed by: 

•     Relatively    patnutW    net 
fina net bath mfraatnartere 

peart am ef ttw trim 

efaeetaalM 
ef Irta» iwéasirs, bad 

manera amen awn bajaíb/ tjwlipad laaiao 
prall i Hanau pssfeewa, M waa 
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In this situation it was necessary to devise a strategy 
for achieving a rapid and sustained increase in the 
volume of export-onented industry and for the 
channelling of underutilised resources of labour and 
capital into export-generating project*. It waa recognized 
that, for existing industry, a move from operating in a 
virtuawy cloard market economy to competing on 
international markets, while offering coMidcrable 
long-term growth prospetti, would pose a challenge in 
the mort term. It would call for wbatantial changes in 
the structure of industry, in the fields of marketing, 

development and management, and would 
wary invert ment in manufacturing facilities. A 

wide-ranging programme of incentives and support 
services waa developed with the object of encouraging 
existing industry to move into export activities. This 
programme included tax relief ¿or profita from exports, 
grants towards expenditure on modernization and re- 
enutpment of manufacturing facilities, industrial grants 
towards capital costs of new export-oriented projects, and 
a strenghthemng of the resources of a number of State 
bodies providing services for industry, including the Irish 
Export »oar ' the Institute for Industrial Research and 
Standards, and the I nan Management Institute. 

It was obvious, however, that if the desired 
expansion in export-oriented industry and in industrial 
employment was to be secured quickly, it was necessary 
to supplement the potentialities of existing industry 
by attracting from abroad new, export-based industry. 
The Industrial Development Authority was not alone 
in this view, as similar conclusions were reached m 
a number of other Western European countries (e.g. 
Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) where program- 
mes for the attraction of new industry from abroad were 
also being launched. 

Tax relief from export profit! 

The moat important of the Irish incentives is the tax 
relief from export profits. New manufacturing com- 
panies establishing plants in Ireland enjoy 15 consecutive 
year« of compiete exemption from taxes on profits 
earned on export sales, and a sliding scale of relief for 
each additional year up to I9«0, when the relief ceases. 
Saks by I hah companies to their parent companies or 
other   associated   companies  abroad   are   regarded   as 
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export sales and qualify for export tax relief. The 
benefit of this relief to an industrialist is very- 
substantial. 

There is also free movement of capital from Ireland. 
A company, once it has received exchange control 
approval from the Irish Central Bank (which is normally 
granted automatically on the establishment of a 
company), is guaranteed free international transfer of 
dividends and profits from its Irish investment, in any 
currency. Capital and appreciation of capital may also be 
repatriated in full. There is no capital gains tax in 
Ireland. 

Ireland has double-taxation agreements, providing 
for the avoidance or mitigation of double taxation, with 
Austria, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of 
America. Agreements with Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg 
and Zambia have been signed and await ratificano' 
while agreements with Japan and several other countries 
are at an advanced stage of negotiation. These 
agreements provide for full or partial exemption from 
taxation in the recipient country on profits (which are 
already tax exempt in Ireland) received from an Irish 
company. 

Capital grana 

The second major financial incentive available to 
manufacturers tting up plants in Ireland is the 
comprehensive range of non-repayable cash grants. The 
most important of these are the grants which the 
Industrial Development Authority provides towards the 
cost of fixed assets. For grant purposes, fixed assets 
comprise sites, site development, buildings and 
machinery. Grant levels for medium-sized projects arc 
determined as a percentage of fixed asset investment. 
They can be as high as $0 per cent in certain areas of the 
country. Grants for capital-intensive projects are related 
to the number of workers employed in the project and 
range up to a maximum of £5,000 per worker, 
depending on location. 

In selecting new industry and determining grant 
levels, the Industrial Development Authority rates 
projects on their benefit to the national economy against 
the following criteria: 

• High market growth rate of the producti 

• Long-term stability in term* of there being 
small danger of technological obsolescence; 

• High "added value" when the full impact of the 
project on national income is taken into 
account i 

•••W ia>aagg9saj JWMfya OsaNNky« 
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• High degree of exportability in terms of 
physical ease of transport, storage and tariff 
rates; 

• Low capital requirement per job created-, or 
where the requirement is high, good potential 
for linkage or spin-off benefit. 

Training grants 

The Authority also provides grants towards the cost 
of specific training programmes for workers for new 
industrial projects. Such costs include the following: 

• The wages, travelling and subsistence expenses 
of the workers being trained, whether in Ireland 
or at parent companies abroad; 

• The salaries, travel and subsistence expenses of 
training personnel; 

• Management training expenses; 

• The cost of hiring training consultants, where 
necessary. 

The establishment of overseas-sponsored industries 
in Ireland has introduced skills and technologies to a 
work force that is educated and adaptable to new 
techniques. The State-sponsored Industrial Training 
Authority operates training centres throughout the 
country and provides training courses to meet the 
specialized requirements of specific industries. 

Ready-built factories 

On its industrial estates at Galway and Waterford 
(and at Shannon in association with the Shannon Free 
Airport Development Company), the Industrial Develop- 
ment Authority provides fully serviced ready-built 
factories for purchase or renting. Ready-built standard- 
type factories are also available from the Authority at 
many other centres throughout the country. Where 
factories are leased, the capital grants arc applied to 
reduce the rentals. The Authority will also build and 
lease specially designed factories to meet the require- 
ments of particularly attractive projects. 

Apart from the factory facilities provided by the 
Industrial Development Authority, there arc many 
privately operated industrial estates in Ireland. Fully 
serviced sites are also available in most towns. 

Research and development 

The Authority also operates a grants scheme for 
research and development projects, based on a maximum 
of SO per cent (or £15,000, whichever is the lower) of 
the cost of each project. It lus established an industrial 
research park just outside Dublin where firms may 
establish units to conduct research on new processes and 
product development with the aid of the grant scheme. 
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Apart from the exceptional financial benefits which 
Ireland offers to establishing manufacturers, it has many 
other attractions as an industrial location. It has a 
reserve of educated, adaptable, English-speaking workers 
who can be readily trained to perform any industrial 
task. Its location between the United States of America 
and continental. Europe makes it an ideal base for trade 
both with expanding American markets and with the 
large and lucrative markets of the Kuropean Economic 
Community (EEC). 

Recourccs and deficits 

The use of incentives   non-repayable cash grants 
and export profits tax  relief   to attract new industries 
from abroad is sometimes equated with the incurring of 
a national "cost" in some sense. Krom the standpoint of 
the economy as a whole, the notion of "cost" implies 
the    benefits   that   arc    sacrificed    through  directing 
investment   resources   into   one   channel   rather   than 
another.  Hence, a  system   by   which  national capital 
resources   in    the   form    of    Industrial   Development 
Authority   financial   incentives   are   allocateti   to  new 
industries so as to ensure their location in Ireland, rather 
than  elsewhere,  constitutes  a   national "cost" to the 
extent   that   these   resources    could   be   used   more 
beneficially in some other way  to promote economic 
growth. However, as noted above, the position in the 
Irish economy has traditionally been one in which the 
momentum of growth in the existing base of industry 
has fallen far short of what national capital resources 
could finance or vhat employment needs required. The 
notion of the "coit" of new industrial development is, 
therefore,   misconceived.   The   attraction  of external 
industry to Ireland is essentially aimed at finding sources 
of enterprise to utilize national resources of capital and 
labour in industrial expansion that otherwise would not 
materialize. The attraction of the necessary enterprise 
involves  the  deployment  of  capital resources on an 
incentive  basis,   i.e., to   increase   the  profitability  of 
specific industrial projects in relation to what they might 
earn if located in some other country. 

The total annual volume of financing deployed by 
Irish State-sponsored agencies, including the Industrial 
Development Authority, in industrial development is 
approximately the same as the total annual yield in 
income and corporate profits tax on existing businesses. 
This fact naturally prompts the questions: Why give 
back in financial aids to industry what is taken away 
from them in taxation? Would it not be better to leave 
these resources to be reinvested directly in industrial 
expansion? These questions miss the very relevant point 
that the resources arc directed in the form of financial 
incentives and support services to those firms-many of 
them foreign firms-that are most likely to have the 
potential for long-term growth and for the generation of 
increased exports and employment. A similar process of 
redeployment of resources forms part of corporate 
development in large businesses. 
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What has been said so far merely establishes the 
broad economic rationale of the Industrial Development 
Authority's programme for new industrial development. 
In essence, the Irish economy has a surplus of primary 
industrial resources of capital and labour and a <1cficit of 
industrial enterprise and knowledge. The latter must, 
therefore, be imported, with the aid of financial 
incentives. The question arises, however, as to what 
priorities for attracting external industry should guide 
the deployment of financial incentives. It is important to 
stress that the Authority's product policy is to search 
out industrial projects that yield a high national 
economic benefit in relation to the investment involved. 

A ranking of projects on this basis does not 
necessarily correspond to a ranking on the basis of 
commercial profitability. New industrial projects arc- 
rated on the following major indicators of economic 
benefit: 

• High growth rate of the product in inter- 
national markets; 

• Stability, in terms of small probability of 
technological obsolescence, 

• High national value added through the use of 
native raw materials or locally manufactured 
products; 

• low capital intensity, or, if it is high, 
substantial possibilities of linkage or spin-off 
benefit from the project. 

Quantified versions of these indicators provide the 
framework through which the Industrial Development 
Authority's project selection process is conducted in its 
initial stages. A project having a high rating on all of 
these criteria does not necessarily have a higher 
commercial profitability than one with low ratings on all 
of the criteria. However, the project with high ratings 
would obviously attract larger incentive per unit of 
investment since it would deliver higher national 
economic benefit. For example, an export-based project 
involving a product that is at the growth stage of a 
long life cycle, and that uses Irish raw materials, would 
attract a higher level of incentive than an export-based 
project with a low skill content and using imported 
materials-even though both projects might have the 
same prospective rate of return on capital employed. 

It follows from this discrimination on grounds of 
economic benefit that it is incorrect to regard the 
Industrial Development Authority's financial incentives 
solely as a means of generating projects in which to 
utilize national resources of capital and labour. 
Incentives are also the vehicle for the promotion of a 
product policy for industrial growth. Variations in the 
rate of incentives to new industrial projects are a key 
method by which the over-all pattern of new industrial 
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expanfion is made to conform with national develop- 
ment needs, men as a high male content in new job 
creation, stability and permanence of employment, and 
the use of local raw materials. 

One of the persistent doubts expressed about the 
use of financial incentives to attract new industries 
concerna the permanence of these industries. It is often 
thought that, when the benefits of gram assistance and 
export profits tax relief arc exhausted, tie industries will 

tend to move elsewhere. The probability of this 
happening depends essentially on the selection effort, 
which is initially devoted to attracting new industries. 
In general, new export-based industries become 
more permanently rooted in their locations according 
as (ë) they develop local resources of skill and 
management not easily substitutable in alternative 
locations, and (b) they reinvest and expand within 
the economy. 
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New industrial development since 1960 

Table 1 shows the extent of new industrial development 
assisted by the Industrial Development Authority since 
1960. The impact of this development is most closely 
reflected in the growth and diversification of manufac- 
turing export sales over the period, since virtually all of 
the development consisted of the establishment of 
highly export-oriented industries. In contrast to the 
pattern of manufacturing activity in 1960, which was 
heavily dependent on food processing, textiles, clothing 
and footwear, these new industries were concentrated in 
the product areas of engineering goods, electronics and 
electrical equipment, phaimaccutical and chemical 
products, and plastic products. 

TABLE  I.    NEW INDUSTRIES AND MAJOR EXPANSIONS 
ASSISTED BY THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHO- 

RITY, 1960-1972 

Sources 

Tota capital Employment 
Number of     investment at full 
projects (million pounds)     production 

Irish 

Overseas 

Total 

227 

496 

723 

57.65 

217.75 

275.40 

13,436 

48,455 

63,891 

View of the shop floor level at a company ht Waterford producing laboratory balances. 
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As table 2 shows, in summary form, the growth of 
manufacturing export sales since 1960 was accompanied 
by a marked shift in their industrial pattern towards the 
broad product areas of metal goods and chemicals. This 
pattern of growth is expected to continue. 

TABLE   2 BROAD   PRODUCT  PATTERN   OK  MANU 
EACTURINC; EXPORTS, 1960 AND 1971 

(Percentage of total value) 

Produci I960 1971 

Food processing, 
beverages, tobacco 62.5 49.4 

Textiles, clothing, footwear 11.0 13.8 
Chemicals and metal products 9.6 19.0 
Other products 16.9 17.8 

Total 100.0 100.0 
(Value, million pounds) (83.8) (394.3) 

In retrospect, the 1960s represented what was 
inevitably the pilot stage in the programme to attract 
new industries to the economy, even though the 
programme in those years accounted for much of the 
expansion and diversification of the manufacturing 
sector. The scope for selection of new industries upon 
which to exercise financial incentives in line with 
development priorities was much less than it is now, or 
will be in the future. Inevitably, it took time to build up 
Ireland's reputation abroad as a base for manufacturing 
industry. Furthermore, with continuing uncertainty in 
European trading relation , it was not possible as it is 
now-to promote Ireland as a part of the European free 
market economy, particularly among United States 
industrial companies in Europe. 

It is necessary to stress that joint ventures (less than 
10 per cent of new industrial projects established in the 
1960s were joint ventures between existing and new 
industries), arc possible only where industrial companies 
in different countries can match complementary 
strengths to their mutual benefit. For example, a 
country with a certain developed product technology 
may be attracted to a company in another country, or 

Technician ,et, up unit al a machi»» and tool company at Baili tu, County Mayo 
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pan of the world having manufacturing facilities and 
established market access and knowledge. The scope for 
jpint ventures is limited, therefore, where these kinds of 
complementary strengths are lacking. During the I960», 
when existing industry in Ireland was primarily 
concerned with changing from production for a 
potential home market to operating in international 
competitive markets, the scope for joint ventures was 
severely restricted. Existing industry has now con- 
siderably more experience of export operations, and in 
the coming years is likely to acquire more new 
technologies and new products through joint ventures 
and licensing agreements. 

A feature of a significant number of the industries 
established in the 1960s has been their development 
from branch production units of external companies 
into units that conduct their own marketing and 
research and development activities. This movement is 
partially reflected in the fact that 20 per cent of the 
total investment committed during the 1960s repre- 
sented expansion of manufacturing facilities by firms 
already supported under the Industrial Development 
Authority programme. A number of expansion projects 
recently approved relate to firms that were set up in the 
early 1960s and for which the benefits of export profits 
tax relief will be exhausted in the course of a few years. 
The recently introduced programme of grant support for 
research and development activities should increase the 
potential for firms to widen their activities and expand. 

Future development of new industry 

A large proportion of the expansion needs of 
industry during the coming decade will continue to be 
met by the attraction of new industries from abroad. 
The Industrial Development Authority's programme of 
attracting external industrial investment for the 1970s 
comprises the following elements: 

• Researching the pool of investment possibilities 
arising in the industrial countries making up the 
developed international economy, i.e. for 
practical purposes North America, Western 
Europe, and Japan; 

• Selection of the product areas, projects and 
industrial companies which best meet the 
criteria for economic benefit already 
mentioned; 

• Identification within these selected groups of 
the projects and industrial companies which 
have the greatest potential for conversion into 
actual projects in Ireland; 

• Implementation abroad of general promotional 
campaigns and direct marketing activities aimed 
at specific industrial companies. 
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Research and selection of industrial projects and 
companies provides a portfolio of investment possibili- 
ties to which the Industrial Development Authority can 
apply its marketing activities. In this way, it is possible 
to influence the expanding industrial structure in 
accordance with development priorities. Rather than the 
foreign industrialist choosing Ireland as a beat ion, which 
leaves the Authority with little or no control over the 
pattern of new industrial development, the Authority 
chooses the foreign industrialist. It then approaches his 
company directly with a specific investment proposal. 
Success in this effort depends on arranging that the 
proportion of desirable "candidate" industrial projects 
in the total portfolio of investment possibilities is kept 
to a maximum on a continuing basis. 

Priority areas 

The Industrial Development Authority, through 
experience and research, has identified the products, 
projects and industries that best meet the criteria of 
economic benefit already mentioned. Some of these 
priority areas are listed below: 

Friorky anas for new industries 

Food 

Nutritional and health products 
Processed meat products 
Delicatessen products 

Instrumentation 

Electronic navigational aids 
Medical, surgical, ophthalmic instruments 
Laboratory and scientific measuring equipment 
Hand power tools 
Video equipment 
Procesa control equipment 
Computer peripheral equipment 

Engineering and electronics 

Environmental control equipment 
Office equipment 
Commercial and institutional food-service equipment 
Supermarket and retail accounting equipment 
Automobile parts and accessories 
Security devices 
Mechanical and hydraulic handling equipment 

Comity Coi*. intebes up e kag kefbre lUamemt. ^^ 
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Other produits 

Industrial ceramics and refractories 
Adhcsives 
Bonded fabrics 
Sports and leisure equipment 
Measure boats 
Educational and teaching products 

Research into priority industrial sectors is only the 
beginning of a complex process of identification and 
selection of new industrial investment possibilities. From 
industrial sectors, (he process leads to industrial 
companies which are established as leaders in the various 
priority product areas. These companies are researched 
and rated on the following indicators of interest t<> the 
Industrial Development Authority 
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• Commercial soundness, as measured by general 
growth and prof itabilky record; 

• Growth potential, aa indicated by the com- 
pany's present strategic position for market 
growth and its posible effectiveness m 
exploiting thts position, 

• »roduction-capacity pressures in the rompnny; 

• Ability of the company to fund new mvest- 
ments; 

• Pressures in the company towards locations! 
mobility I 

Historical policy of the company in res 
to advantages of new locations for investment. 

InJtÊStné Raenrcb amé Orwtifmunt M#w 
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The sifting of industrial companies on these criteria 
» a long and labor»»! process. A recent search HI a 
certain product area started with 21 ,(HM> comu*.mcs, WM 

reduced to J,325 after elimination ef companies 
employing lest than I 00 employee«, and yielded 1,2 J S 
candidate companies after screening on the above 
criteria. 

It is important to empham/e to overseas imlu<ttria 
list* that Ireland m « very strong monctarv icgHwi .n 
relation to many other countries, aiiJ that there is 
totally free franarci of capital and profits in «It foreign 
currencies hetw-en Ireland and ciar where. 

It can lie said that the combinador ut Industrial 
Development Author* incentive» «ml Ireland s 
nicmbcrsm,i of the Furopran Economic < ommunitv 
(EEC) puts industrial companies in Ireland «it a anient« 
advantage a« producers f»w f- uropt-an markets 

The emeri|ence of (indiciate companies fron: the 
research and select Hin proccM provides the haws for 
international marketing activities by the Industrial 
Development Authority. The focal element in these 
activities is direct approaches to selected companies with 
specific proposals for location of their investments m 
Ireland. Such proposals are in effect "intercepting" 
on going .nvestment planning in candidate companies, 
since each company has been selected with an eye to the 
pre »aure which its growth performance is putting on 
existing production capacity and which muy he leading 
the company to new dec is tins on new locations for its 
activities. This M a vital outcome of the »electMin effort, 
namely, the channelling of the Industrial Development 
Authority's scarce marketing resources to where 
investment planning by industrial companies is at critical 
stages and, therefore, where the benefits of locating new 
investment proseen in Ireland are likely to be most 
relevant and attractive. 

The Industrial Development Authority's marketing 
presentations to industrial companies typically cover 
three areas of interest 

• The physical environment and services for 
industry i-i Ireland 

• The general economic and monetary factors 
affecting industrial investment m Ireland, 

• Industrial Development Authority financial 
incentives and their incorporation m a financial 
model   of   a   general   or  specific   «vestment 

The country's MM at Ming point M that, m relation 
to moat other Eurnpean industrial iacatNMa, it has 
plentiful NMf*n at* tramabas labwar, an effect we 
training system embracing the Industrial Traamwj 
\uthorNy, regional techntcai caaVgai and beai »saca- 
tamal schawls, infrastructure, and 
consntuMcatiw« services. With gnrwwa 
titner maVjatrirs, thaw sitvantagas of tl 
Ireland an mcrcaamg eonyetilrv« rdjr as a base far 
tur opean i 

die EEC 

Ireland hecamc a incmber of the hM >>n I |jnnar\ 
1*73 The country's negotiators with tSc < ommissMm 
for the European Communities, however, ijfrci d to ,i 
special protocol which recognised Inland us a dt vclonoi^ 
regron withm the ( (immunity. Ihr protocol recogm/ed 
in particular that the application of the Articles of the 
Home Treaty, which deal with State »ids, "musi take 
account of the objectives of economic expansion ami the 
rawing of the standard of living of the population" 

Ireland has been allowed to continue to operate the 
Anglo-fri* Free Trade Agreement, which gives Irish 
industrial exports dutyfree access io the Cnitt-d 
kingdom market of S3 mdtton persons Ine combina 
tion of the Industrial Development Authority incentives 
and EEC membership will therefore give manufacturers 
in Ireland a unaaue advantage as producers tor the 
European markets. It will provide no« kurornan 
countries with an attractive manufacturing location in 
Europe. It wiH provide HC companies with a base troni 
whi-h they can export back into the IK, duly Irte imi 
la» free, whttr at the same time taking advantage of the 
sut pi us labour situation m Ireland. 

Though offering very attractive incentives, the 
Authority » internatHMWI marketing activities must face 
substantial and intensifying competition from other 
cauntritt in Europe. Moat countrirs within the enlarged 
EEC wi be competing for new industrial protects to be 
located m their lrss-devck*prd regions, akhougn a 

has been placed by the EEC on grant incentives 
in the central regions of the Community. 

mcrcaamg competition, the research,  plan 
and   caacutn*   iflaet   that   is  drv.neti  to   new 

árwajpmtnt by the Industrial Development 
A ut War it y snauia put  Inland m a strong position  to 
••"•••     *•»»    •MBJ*J>V    IH    PWav^ñT    fsW^mwVHvsvV    CIVuR    KM    VaMN    Ef*j(r 

't   ntvitopnwint   needs.   Provided   the  general 
••"•    ^anrVsrmTavsnos    fr^sBFW"aj*^P"au\    VPW^flnSVvT    iñwVsBal    rsptrPw 

there is every linrhhiwJ (hat, a» a wuinter 
•f the ciilata»«* EEC, Ireland wm make rapid progrès« 
VsWVamfsWl MaWftMM tt*st*M? IWCtML (w 
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fc \ \ •>* E valuation of Electrical 
Measuring tetramente ìD buia 

The electrical measuring instrument industry m 
India w compote«! oí many »mali compenses 
which teck dtstgn, development, titvirmwMtl 

testing, and tookng facilities. TB atstet IH overcoming 
Chete h«ndicaps, the United Nations Industriai Develop* 
meut Organization (UNIDO), the United Nattent 
Development Programme (UNDf) and the litdtau 
Government fognate the iMtitMe for Design of 
Electrical Measuring Instruments late m 10M. fra ding 
the construction of a new, permanent building, u bad 
temporary «matters m the SmaN Indu* nei Service 
institute, in the Saki Naka section of lomba?. 

nam were made immediately for the establishment 
of design framing courte«, the installation of machine 
tool facilities, and the establishment of laboratory 
standards for electrical measurements; and orders for 
equipment were placed. 

Commencing with the instrument industry, informa- 
tion wat obtained on individual cumpa met and their 
needs. Lectures were given and consultation made 
available on instruments and problems of instrumentation 

Today, the Institute has a fine instrument 
calibration and testing laboratory; machine tools are 
being uaed to budd took and prototypes; and it hat an 
•MMM fu* complement of technical experts, Indian 
cetMHerpart staff, and administrative personnel. 

Technical information published by the Institute's 
expert! tnewt much concentrated effort and discern 
ment m the subject matter covered. 

A •*•*• o* trainees m instrument design art- 
alten ding It-month, full-time lecture courses at the 
Inaticute. Thty ate am» participating m design work for 

*•* •*•' *• **• *»we«, MH instrutmemt.ctuiìmkémi 
«UM Pfmf9tt Mtmsgtr end Cmtef 4dtwr to tm* tmtu»H 
ft Drug» a/ tkttncml MHHitrtng I»ttrumanti during », 
fint ym mf •*#»<*»». He km »ho wr*rd n comimkmt 
to (be Imttitut*. 
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rusrett sponsored by instrument manufacturen. The 
tramées, s* sechn«al enftm, graduates, are |w,n a smull 
«ifend durmg riktur trtanmg period. 

Daring   the  course   of  a   lecture  tour  organized 
»ee«n«ry by the Imeitu«   m me fembe, ^ 

»•*»•   •»* Amba*«  awaa,  where meat nf 
strumint manufacturing • concentrated, Ì7  
tectum on inatntment prmcimV. tmé ine varions s*ase¡ 
•f deaum were attended by mMmmrnt mamrfacturers 
sud experts, as weM et tramées. 

L"!!üZir" W*tnMW*m '•«« *>»»<* wspenato« ««re 
given prommciiec, and Ine very sctive question and 
snswer periods that followed the tectum gave evidente 
of the mtente meal intérêt« m tins subsret. Aknoogu „ 
hat met with wide acceptance in the United States of 
America and Europe, taut-bund suspension it a relatively 
new concept m India and much infwmatiou it needed 
regarding it. ftcviouary, electrical instrument moving 
systems rotated in poJumed ptvot end jewel bearmgt and 
reuuired apsral control spring. ,n pro«* , swtm€t 
torm«.   In   «fc»   MW   ént^,   ,>,  ^^  ^   m 

»nnported hy two flat metal bund» under lentmn. These 
banda ah» provide a controlling toruue and electrical 
connexion to a moving cud. Pivots, jewels, sprmga i 
*pnh arc rhmmaitd and. at they we free from fricti 
the inttrumentt operate with greater stMrtmty 
measure lower current values. The advantages of audi a 
tyttem can be seen ante rcadtry but unce the banda arc 
vwyfme (one bait to twu tnsrdt the diameter of a 
•"•nan natr) great care muet be exercised m deaauntiM 
the matrument. When prtspeery dettgned, bamever. M »dl 
wMnttand very heavy impact anal vibratimi. 

The budding of the prrmamnt hcadamartert of the 
mtHut.   M   ptweedm-   rfawry,   but   work   on   the 

foundMmna  hm at leaat  been started. • 
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New Processes and Products 

riü/kwfBiwfc^^fc,,,,^,^ 
^•«TH, 

la coMraM to copper, Mcci and other metals, braM 

it Mill tmmnltd by the rccrytulliiation process. This 
lea* to surface oxidation, which has to be removed by 
»ubacque** pickli,^ The pick|ingt in ,urn Tewhi iB 

loaies of copper ami zinc, the two elements used in the 
product»« of briM, and in the contamination of 
considerable vohimei of water. 
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AM thit hu now been changed by an industrial 
,*MW procer in Austria who has designed an 
»a»««"! process that uses protective gas instead of air 
and thus avoids surface oxidation. The new technique is 
suitable for various semi-finished brass goods, such ss 
drawn wire, cold-rolled strip, and drawn tubes in 
bundled form. The protcctivetas furnaces (illustrated 
above) ran be fired by either electric current or gas. An 
important advantage of the new process is the low cost 
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it is claimed that the cost of a bright-annealing plant for 
brass products is only half that of a conventional unit 
using pickling equipment. 

Patents for the new process are pending. 

EBNERIndustrieofenbau,  Josef  Ebner,   P O. Box 345 
A   402I Linz, Austria. 

Bacteria purify metals 

A new process for the treatment of spent pickle liquor 
from iron ore processing plants avoids the problems 
associated with handling large quantities of precipitated 
material. It is claimed that a very pure form of iron can 
be recovered from the regenerated acid. The process is 
unusual in that it uses the micro-organism Tbiobaciilus 
ferrooxidans to oxidize ferrous iron in the spent liquor 
to ferric salts. Microbial leaching of ore dumps is now 
practised on a wide scale in Australia. 

D. F. Lacy and F. Lawson, Monash University, Clayton 
Melbourne, Victoria 3168, Australia. 

Latex for road« 

Creamed skim latex is most effective for road-nuking, 
but field latex may be more suitable for this purpose in 
«he natural-rubber producing countries. Experimental 
stretches of road surfacing laid with bitumen containing 
up to 4 per cent field latex have yielded excellent 
results. 

J. J. Fernando and M. Nadarajab, Public Works Dtp t.. 
Research Institute, Ratmalana, Sri Lanka. 
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Water pump for developing countries 

A hand-operated water pump suitable for manufacture 
and use in developing countries has been built. 
Reportedly rugged and easy to maintain, the pump is 
suitable for either shallow or deep well mstallation with 
only minor changes and can be manufactured with a 
minimum of capital investment, h has design features 
that discourage pilfering and vandalism. 

D. W. Frink and R. D. Fannon, Jr., Bat telle Memorial 
Institute,   Columbus  Laboratories,  505  King'Avenue 
Columbus, Obio 4320I, United States of A menea 

Bamboo-reinforced concrete 

Rectangular concrete beams reinforced with pre-soaked 
»plit bamboo (about 3.5 per cent) are capable of 
developing over four times the ultimate load-carrying 
capacity and flex turai strength of un-rcinforced beams 
with identical crow sections. The principal problems 
associated with bamboo reinforcement are volume 
changes (swelling and shrinking) due to moisture 
variations, low bond strength, and, possibly, decay. 
When special precautions are taken in preparing and 
placing the culms (splitting, pre-soaking, coating etc.), 
these problems can be minimized. 

Helmut  G.   Gey may er.   Assistant   Professor   of Civil 
Engineering, Technische Hochschule, Graz, Austria. 
Frank   B.   Cox,    Research  Civil  Engineer,   Concrete 
Division,   United  Stales   Army  Engineers, Waterways 
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi 
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Bamboo chipboard 

Flat sheets and roofing material for low tost housing 
construction have been produced from chips of bamboo. 
The chips are pulped under steam pressure and treated 
with a 20-percent sodium hydroxide solution and a 
slurry of cement. The pulp is pressed into shape and 
allowed to set. 

Director, National Buildinn (herniation. Regional 
Housing Centre for ECAEE, Ni man libava,,, Maula,* 
Azad Road, New Delhi, India. 

Building Mocks 

Rice-hull ash has been used in the successful 
manufacture of hollow cement blocks in a process 
developed in Iran. Used for composite roof construction, 
these blocks weighed half as much as normal concrete 
blocks and could be made for 50--75 per cent of the 
cost. The required capital investment is reported to be 
sufficiently low to enable the rice factory owner or any 
other interested party to undertake block manufacture. 

T. Ammoleymani, Director of Industrial Research, Civil 
Engineering Laboratory, Institute of Standards and 
Industrial Research of Iran, Kara), Iran. 

Woodwool 

Wood wool is another building product that is suitable 
for conditions in developing countries. It is made from 
timber, which is stranded, soaked in a fluid containing 
cement, and moulded into slabs under slight pressure. 
The process is based on the availability of cheap, 
fast-growing timber (often one that has no other uses). A 
catalogue of suitable timber species and information on 

binders other than Portland cement has been assembled. 
The slabs may be used in roofing, partition walls and 
ceilings. 

A. Chittenden, Chief Experimental Officer, Tropical 
Products Institute, Ministry of Overseas Development, 
Culham, Abingdon, Berkshire, England. 

Boards from straw ... 

Building boards made from waste cereal straw may 
become competitive with conventional wood-particlc 
boards in both price and quality. A new process 
developed in Denmark makes both lightweight board for 
insulating materials and heavy boards strong enough for 
walls and flooring. 

S. Eederiksen, Director, Research Institute for Com- 
mercial and Industrial Plants, Holbergsvej 10, DK-6000 
Kilding, Denmark. 

... and paper from straw 

A process for producing paper from straw has also been 
developed. Paper samples produced by this process are 
now undergoing comparative testing with conventional 
papers. 

D. 0. Chilcote, School of Agriculture, Oregon State 
University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331, United States of 
America, 

Readers requiring more information about products or 
services mentioned in this column should write 'direct to 
the individuals or companies concerned. 
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UNIDO PROJECTS 

Singapore was the venue of a two-week seminar on 
the Stimulation of Industrial Research in Developing 
Countries, which took place from 21 November to 
2 December 1972. The seminar was organized by the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
(UNIDO) in co-operation with the Government of 
Singapore and the Singapore Institute of Standards and 
Industrial Research (SISIR). Its main objective was to 
bring together executives of industrial research organiza- 
tions, representatives of the business sectors interested in 
industrial research results, and government officials 
involved in planning industrial research activities. The 
participants discussed practical matters relating to 
industrial research and provided a forum for the ex- 
change of experience among the participating countries. 

Five immediate objectives were agreed on: 

I. Establishment of an industrial information 
system to promote industrial research and 
development activities; 

Training of senior personnel for research and 
development management; 

Training of technical personnel for industrial 
research and development activities; 

4. Strengthening of liaison among organizations 
engaged in industrial research and development; 

5. Creation of appropriate machinery for transla- 
tion of research and development into indus- 
trial practice. 

The need for follow-up action was stressed and 
Governments of the participating countries were urged 
to promote the implementation of the objectives. 
UNIDO, in collaboration with other relevant organiza- 
tions and parties, was also asked to ensure their effective 
implementation. Securing the support of the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and other 
funding agencies was seen as a major step towards the 
achievement of the objectives. 

Field visits to industrial research and development 
establishments and industrial enterprises in Singapore 
and in Kuala Lumpur were conducted during the 
seminar to acquaint the participants with the situation 
prevailing in that part of the Far East. 

2. 

3. 
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Industrial Inquiry Service 

The UNIDO Industrial Inquiry Service receives 
requests from developing countries for solutions to 
a wide variety of industrial problems. To give readers 
an idea of the range of the topics covered, each issue of 
the Industrial Research and Development News carries a 
selected list of questions recently received by the Service 
in addition to an answer to a specific inquiry. 

Readers are invited to write to the Industrial 
Inquiry Service for further information on answers to 
any of the questions published belou., „, ¡u submit 
inquiries on similar or other industrial problems. 

Information on mini steel plants and direct 
reduction has been requested by an inquirer in Pakistan. 
The specific questions together with the detailed replies 
supplied by an engineering and industrial consultant in 
the United Kingdom of (ireat Britain and Northern 
Ireland are given below. 

Whit it an economic size for an integrated mini 
«eel mill? 

How small is "mini"? In the decade following the 
Second World War, an integrated iron and steel works 
bated on blast-furnace iron-making and open-hearth steel- 
making at about 1 million ingot tons per annum was 
considered economical. In those days a single blast 
furnace capable of producing 1,500 2.000 tons/day was 
considered large. This concept has totally changed: 
nowadays, single blast furnaces produce 6,000 tons/day, 
others being built have a capacity of 8,000 tons/day, and 
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projects exist for furnaces with rapacities as high as 
11,000 tons/day. Similarly, the modern basic oxygen 
furnace (BOF) can produce 300 tons or more of steel in 
40 minutes, compared with an open-hearth (OH) furnace 
of the same capacity, which required 8 to 9 hours per 
heat. 

Apart from economies of scale arising from such 
fundamental advances in process units, the economics of 
steel-making rest upon the ability to assemble high-grade 
raw materials at the lowest cost at a point close to the 
markets to be served. Thus, transport cost is a major 
element. In practice, any decision to construct involves a 
series of compromises, because rich iron ore and high- 
grade coking coal are seldom found together; and rich 
iron ore, in particular, is generally found in remote- 
places. However, with the advent of very large bulk sea 
carriers, i.e. ships of 100,000 to 150,000 dead weight 
tons, transport costs have diminished somewhat. 

All these factors have assisted the evolution, in the 
past decade, of very large integrated plants on sites near 
deep water harbours. The annual capacity of such plants 
is seldom less than 3 million tons/year and they arc- 
usually designed for later expansion up to at least 
5 million tons/year. Plants currently projected or under 
construction are designed for ultimate development to 
12 million tons/year, after which level the economies of 
scale begin to diminish. 

A further, most important point in this evolution is 
the fact that the open-hearth furnace was normally a 
large consumer of steel scrap. Proportions of scrap to pig 
iron (cold or liquid) varied according to circumstances, 
but 85 per cent scrap in the furnace charge was normal. 
By contrast, the BOF is not a large consumer of scrap. 
Some scrap (or iron ore or pellets) is necessary in the 
process for cooling the molten metal and this i in vary 
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from 29 per cent (the average in the United States of 
America) to about 15 per cent (in at least one plant in 
Japan). A fair average is 20 25 per cent. In a steel works 
with a typical over-all yield of 80 per cent liquid steel 
delivered as finished product, there will normally be 
20 per cent scrap circulating within the steel works 
itself. Thus, the average steel works operating tlv basic 
oxygen steel (BOS) process will only have to buy in 
marginal quantities of scrap. 

This factor has produced a radical change in the 
world steel situation. Today, some 40 per cent of the 
world's steel is being made by the BOS process and the 
proportion is steadily increasing as OH plants close 
down. What now happens to the world's quantities of 
scrap? That circulating in works will be used as 
explained above, but the large amounts of process scrap, 
e.g. from sheet press shops, and of capital scrap have to 
be consumed. It is this factor that has given the great 
impetus, in quite recent years, to electric arc 
steel-making, based on scrap as the principal raw 
material; and without much doubt, this development 
will continue. The arc furnace used to be the main 
means of producing alloy and special steels and of 
relatively small quantities of carbon steel for castings. 
Now it is an alternative method of bulk common steel 
production, using the economies of scale inherent in 
furnaces up to, say, 250 tons or so, with steadily 
increasing transformer ratings. 

The modern hot strip mill can be designed to 
produce 4.5 million to 6 million tons/year. The smallest 
version available is capable of producing 1.5 million 
tons/year. It would not be economical to operate it at a 
lower output and the quality of product would not be as 
good as that from the high output milt. A modern plate 
mill will  make  1 million to   3 million   tons per year; 

3 million to 5 million tons is desirable. It follows ihai 
wide, flat steel products fall within the ambit of bulk 
steel making and are not really feasible on a small scale. 
The rest of this answer assumes that the inquirer would 
produce and sell "non-flats"; reinforcing bars; engineer- 
ing bars; so-called "merchant products"; light sections: 
wire rods; narrow strip (up to 12 in. wide), or skelp for 
tube-making a strictly limited range of products thai 
could be rolled on a single mill, with as much as possible 
of rhe investment utilized all of the time. 

In this context, it may be seen that by. today's 
standards a 1-million-tons/ycar plant, which used to be 
considered large, could now IK- called a "mini", but this 
is not what is generally understood by the term. The 
small blast furnaces employed by a plant of this size arc 
no longer considered economical and while very large 
electric-arc melting plants may eventually reach this 
capacity, they have not done so yet. In the United States 
of America, more than 40 mini-plants have been built 
within the past 10 years. Of these, 8 have a capacity of 
50,000-100,000 tons/year; 17 can produce 100,000- 
150,000 tons/year; 7 lie between 150,000 and 
200,000 tons/year, and 6 produce 300,000- 
400,000 tons/year each. 

What then arc the criteria? In roughly comparable 
situations, iron ore can be convened into steel via the 
BF BOS route for about $US 8.75 per ton less than the 
cost of converting scrap into steel via the electric-arc 
route. This figure will vary, of course, with the cost of 
electricity, quality of iron ore and so on. The BF-BOS 
steel must, however, be made in bulk at a single location 
and this inevitably means that the cost advantage will be 
progressively lost as the finished product is delivered 
over increasing distances. 
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Industrial Inquiry Strvtee (continued) 

Conversely, it becomes important for the competi- 
tive economy of a small electric-arc plant that its owner 
should not have to incur a cost penalty due to having to 
transport scrap, his main raw material, over long 
distances. Proximity to a local market is equally 
important for the same reason. 

Although the economic size of a mini steel plant of 
the kind described could hardly be less than about 
50,000 tons/year, its actual size will depend mainly on 
the tonnage of scrap estimated to be regularly available 
within a radius of, say, 200-250 km and upon the 
estimated size of the market within much the same 
radius. Many other factors can only be assessed by a 
feasibility study, e.g. cost and availability of power, 
quality of scrap ¿nd competition for it, cost of collecting 
and transporting scrap, and infrastructure costs. 

What would be the approximate cost? 

So much depends upon the type of plant adopted, 
its location, infrastructure costs and so on, that it is 
impossible to be precise. Kxpcriencc suggests that 
SUS 75-100 per annual ton of finished product from 
scrap to finished bar is a fair figure. This envisages 
electric-arc steel-making and the use of a small 
continuous-casting machine, followed by a relatively 
simple bar mill. The degree of simplicity will affect the 
cost appreciably. In general, the capital cost per ton of 
capacity will decline slightly with an increase in size. 
Perhaps at this stage, SUS UH) per annual product ton 
should be taken as a figure for rough calculation, 
although it may well be possible to do it for less. Thus, a 
100,000 tons/year plant might cost about 
SUS 10 million. 

What would be the approximate power require- 
ment? 

It is assumed that: 

(a) 100,000 tons/year scrap are melted, giving a 
finished product output of about 80,000 tons/year 
(80-pcr-ccnt yield); 

(b) The scrap is melted during off-peak hours, 
mostly at night, in order to negotiate the most 
favourable power tariff; 

(c) Two furnaces are used, in order that one can be 
melting (at full power) while the other is refining (at 
reduced power) or tapping (at very little power). In this 
way, the maximum demand can be kept relatively low; 

(d) Whereas modern high-power furnaces require 
transformer capacity of about 0.6 MVA per ton of rated 
furnace capacity, in this typical 100,000 tons/year 
operation low-power furnaces requiring transformer 
capacity of about 0.4 MVA per ton would be installed 
initially. 

Thus, a furnace, operating 14 hours per day. 6 days 
a week, for 50 weeks a year, would give 4,200 available 
hours a year. An allowance of 15 per cent for downtime 
(relining, repairs etc.) brings the total to 3,570 hours. 
Assuming an average tap-to-tap time of 3.5 hours, each 
50-ton furnace would produce approximately 
50,000 tons/year. Two furnaces, therefore, would melt 
100,000 tons/year. 

A 50-ton furnace with a transformer capacity of 
0.4 MVA per ton will require 20 MVA. It H not, of 
course, necessary to double this figure when two 
furnaces are used, because only one of them will be 
melting at a time. The other will require much less 
power at the refining and tapping stages. Some 
allowance must, of course, be made for this factor and 
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also for the probability that the rolling mill will be 
operating during part of the day when one furnace is 
melting. This will depend to some extent on the type of 
mill installed. Allowances must also be made for the 
relatively small demand for works services. 

A substation capacity of 27.5 MVA would be a 
reasonable figure to take at this stage for a rough 
estimate of the power supply in a particular locality. If a 
fumace operation of more than 14 hours a day is 
practicable, at reasonable cost, the furnace size can be 
reduced for a given annual output, with a lower 
transformer capacity. 

Operation for 20 hours a day, 6 days a week, 
50 weeks a year with only 10 per cent downtime, gives 
a total of 5,400 operating hours a year. A 40-ton 
furnace, averaging 3.5 hours tap-to-tap time, could yield 
62,000 tons/year. A 50-ton furnace operating on the 
same basis could produce 77,000 tons/year. 

If, by increasing the transformer rating, the average 
tap-to-tap time can be reduced to 3 hours, then a 40-ton 
furnace operating 5,400 hours a year could produce 
72,000 tons/year; A 50-ton furnace operating on the 
same basis could produce 90,000 tons/year. 

A 40-ton furnace with a transformer capacity of 
0.4 MVA per ton v\ould require a peak supply of 
16 MVA or, say, 20 MVA for the whole plant. 

In large industrial conurbations backed by extensive 
grid systems, it may be possible to accommodate 20 to 
35 MVA of maximum demand without seriously 
disrupting the over-all supply pattern. In some areas of 
developing countries, the position may be quite 
different, however, and if 20 MVA or so can be 
accommodated without a major increase in the supply 
system, it may only be possible for a limited number of 
off-peak hours per year. 

It is usually necessary to balance the cost of 
relatively  low furnace utilization against the cost of 
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power in particular situations, and some compromises 
have to be accepted. It is advisable, as a first step, to 
inquire into the cost of providing 27.5 MVA capacity on 
the one hand, or 20 MVA on the other. The reply will 
influence the decision on the type and size of plant to 
install. 

b the process to reduce iron ore by the use of 
natural pi fully established? 

Yes, without a doubt, but it is necessary to 
distinguish between what is possible »nd what is 
economic. There are three important points to consider: 

First, direct reduction of iron ore by natural gas is 
only economic where rich iron ore and cheap natural gas 
are freely available in proximity to one another. It is 
possible to produce a similar reducing gas by reforming 
naphtha, but in most cases this would increase the 
eventual liquid steel cost by about 12 per cent. 

Secondly, the existing natural gas direct reduction 
plants are relatively small in Kale, having capacities 
ranging from 250,000 to 400,000 tons/year. For 
engineering reasons, larger individual units are not 
practicable, so greater output must be achieved by 
multiplying units. Thus, in contrast to the blast furnace, 
there is little scope for economies in scale. 

Thirdly, whereas the blast furnace delivers liquid 
iron suitable for BOS steel-making, all the direct 
reduction plants using gas or solid reductants produce a 
solid product, usually known as sponge iron, in the form 
of reduced briquettes. Sponge iron may be 97 per cent 
metallized, but it n still solid and has to be melted in an 
electric arc furnace for conversion to steel. The existing 
plants also use scrap in the arc furnaces, ratios depending 
mainly on availability and on the cost of scrap relative to 
sponge; 50.50 seems to be average. • 
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Meetings 
1974 

Eleventh Annual Solid »au "kyiici 
Conference 

Mam newer,        2    4 January The 
Meetings Officer, Institute of 
Physics, 47 Bclgravc V(uare. London. 
SWIXHQX, England. 

International Congress of Artisan* 
and Small Manufacturen 

Israel. IJ 19 January Orgam/mg 
Committee, International Congress 
of Artisans and Small Manufacturers, 
P.O. Box 1n27l, lei Aviv Israel 

Technical Association of the Pulp 
«nd Paper Industry 1974 Annual 
Meeting 

Miami Beach, Florida. 14 I6janu 
ary Mr W I. Cullison. Director, 
technical Operations, One Dun 
woody Park, Atlanta, Georgia 3(1341. 
United States of America. 

American Society for Tutine, and 
Materiali Commit tec Week 

New Orkans, Louisiana, 14 IH 
January, Ms. Joan McLaddcn. AIIHT 

nan Society for Jesting and Maten 
ils. I^lh Race Street. I'hiladcl(,|„a, 
Pennsylvania 1«*H»J, linited Slates of 
America. 

ASCE   National    Water    Recourcct 

Los Angele*. California 21 25 Janu 
ary Mr. K.Zwoyer, Executive Director, 
AiiMiican Society of Civil Engineers, 
345 E 47th Street. New York, 
NY 1(1017, United States of America 

Canadian FOB» and Paper Association 
(Technical Section) Sixtieth Annual 

Montreal,      2V January    I February 
Mr. R   A. Joss, Manager, Technical 
Section,   Canadian   Pulp  and   Paper 
AMOCMIKHI, 2JOO Sun I if e Building, 
Montreal 110, Canada. 

Ccramk   Society  Annual 

Montreal, 29 January I Lebruary 
Mr. II. !.. Taylor. Secretary. Cana 
dian Ceramic Society. 2175 Shcp 
pard Avenue E, Suite 110, Willow- 
dale, Ontario, Canada. 
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77th National Wtann Mining Con- 
ference and ExhMeJm 

Denver, Colorado. 7 9 Lebruary 
Mr II. R Cok, Manager, Colorado 
Mining Association 402 Majestic 
Building. 2m loth Street, Denver, 
Colorado 80202, I'mtcd Stales of 
America 

Third International Packaging Exhi- 
bition    and   Technical   Conference 
< S wisspack) 

Berne 12 16 Lebruary Swiss Indus 
tries Lair. Postfach 4021 Basel. 
Switzerland 

Forage Research Indhastry 

Shrcveport. Louisiana 25 27 Febru- 
ary. Mr F C Ptfer. American Forage 
and Grassland Council. Box 4H, State 
College, Pennsylvania I6H0I United 
States of America 

American Institute of Mating, Metal- 
lurgical and Petroleum Engineers 
• »3rd Annual Meeting 

Dallas, Texas. 25 2H Lebruary Mr 
A R Scott Conference Manager. 
American Institute of Mining. Metal 
lurgual and Petroleum Lngineers, 
345 L 47th Street. New York, 
N.Y. 10017 Inited State» of America. 

Symooaium on Stringali of Glaatand 
dataware 

Brighton. 25 27 March. Mr. D. 
I lawks worth. Society of Clan Tech- 
nology, Thornton, 20 I Is lia m Cite 
Road,  Sheffield   SKI  3BT, England. 

International Ftwo-atftoyi Congress 
<M FACON 74) 

Johannesburg, 21 26 April. The 
Secretary, Organizing Committee, 
INFACON74, Prtvate Bag 7 Auck 
land Park, South Africa 

Sixeh Annual Offa)»«*« Techa ala p 
Coniarcncc 

Houston. Texas. 5 » May. Mr. S. 
llouMon, Offihore Technology Con- 
ference, 6200 N Central Expressway. 
Dallas, Texas 7520*. United Statetof 
America. 

<:hicago, Illinois, » • May Mr A B 
Conim, Jr, Director. Technical 
Departments, American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, 345 E 47th 
Street, New York, N Y 10017, Uni 
ted States of America 

ACS RutnW Dfciéon IM» Morttog 

Toronto. Canada, 7 to May Mr 
H W. Day, E I duPom de Nemours 
* Co, I40 Federal Street, Boston 
Massachusetts 021 IO. United Stat« 
of America. 

Friction, Wear and LuhekaMon 

SkMigh,    lis May.   Meeting*  Offtcer, 
The Institute of Physics, 47 Bctgmc 
Square, IjMtdon SWI X »QX, England 

American Society for Quality Con- 
trol lath Annual Technical ComV 
rence 

Boston, Massachusetts, 20 22 May 

Mr    R    W  Shearman, Executive 
director. American Society for ()su 
lity Control. Ini uy Wivxn<m Ave- 
nue. Milwaukee. Wisconsin 532tU 
United States of America 

Newcastle (Australia) 20 24 May 
The Secretary. Institute of Engineers, 
157 (.loucester Street, Sydney, 
Australia 

Corami« Coo- 

Amsterdam. 27 May I June Verem 
gmg Klei Industrie. Maagweg 13«, 
PtMswijk. Netherlands 

• lai Initmatitnol Posandry CoagMtt 

I lege. » 14 June Associano«« Tech 
r***T** <* Fonderie de B-ilgiaMi, %m 
Fietersnieuwstr 41, «WM» Gent, BcF 

Melbourne, 1« 21 August. The Serre 
tary, Institute of Engtneert, I37C.W 
ceater Street Sydney, Austral»«        g 
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